
Project：ID House  

Team：Wahana Architects 

Size：500 m²   

Location：Yakarta, INDONESIA 

 

Feature： 

Project - Nestled within a housing complex in Yakarta, Indonesia, the recently completed ID 

House by Wahana Architects masterfully blends indoor and outdoor living across its 500 

square meters. Guiding the design is a central goal - to create shared spaces that encourage 

connection between family members. This ethos manifests through thoughtful spatial 

arrangements across the home's three floors, culminated by a large central void that bridges 

communal areas. Split across tri-level floors, the home features an open-plan first floor that 

dissolves boundaries between living spaces and the outdoor garden. The seamless flow 

between interior and exterior creates a tranquil environment in harmony with nature. 

Upstairs, the second floor houses private bedrooms alongside a family room and home 

office connected by the open void. This impressive architectural feat forges cohesion 

between the family room below and dining area above, promoting togetherness. Crowning 

the home, the third floor provides quiet personal retreats with the master bedroom and 

children's bedrooms. Dedicated to relaxation and solitude, these rooms allow privacy while 

the lower levels remain communal. From its tranquil integration of indoor/outdoor to 

impressive floating architectural details, the ID House is a testament to design that connects. 

 

Design Team - Believing architecture transcends forms to shape lives, Wahana Architects 

places people at the heart of their humanistic design process. Rather than forcing 

inhabitable spaces to conform to rigid plans, the studio adapts flowing forms to satisfy user 

needs. This psychology-driven approach stems from a conviction that buildings failing user 

needs fail their very purpose. Success lies not in visual appeal alone but in understanding 

personalities, fulfilling identities, and enabling connections. Such harmony between spaces 

and inhabitants enables true dwelling. From initial concepts to supervised construction, 

Wahana Architects' holistic process attunes buildings to those they serve. Through intimate 



client collaboration, they craft resonant spaces where people feel understood, at home with 

themselves and others. Such thoughtfulness breathed life into their award-winning INDE 

Shortlisted and ArchDaily nominated projects. 


